


• To empower human society with great quality of living, exploring 
and excavating beauty from beneath the surface is instrumental in 
Country’s development by maintaining ecology through innovation. 

• Quality, Excellence & Customer Care. 

• To upgrade products by converging latest technology and innovation 
by thus fabricating the best quality @ consumer friendly prices.

MISSION

•  To be one of India’s best wood panel 
interior decor to their designs. 

•  Supporting interior decorators and 
architects by adding spark and life. 

•  To make our strong feel presence in the 
market.

VISION

Chopra Group is a successful family run business organization 
ventured into different sectors such as Sawmill, Timber Importer, 

Panel Board Lamianation (Short Cycle Press), Ready made Wooden 
Doors, Construction and Steel.

INTRODUCTION



PRODUCTS
• Teakwood Ready made sizes
• Teakwood Leaping & Beedings
• Teakwood Mouldings
• Hanaw Mouldings
• Steam Beech Leaping & Beedings
• Steam Beech Sizes
• Steam Beech Mouldings

Whatever the job, all timber can be cut to match 
your specifications. At Chopra, we pride ourselves 
on the accuracy of our machining – making us the 
ideal choice of your requirement of wood cut to an 
exceptional quality. A wide range of sawn or semi-
processed timbers are available for cutting to be 
spoke specifications.

CHOPRA TIMBERS

A successful Timber company, that supplies high 
 quality Teak wood and other imported Timber 

Species  to meet a wide range of specifications. 
Our first venture in Chennai established in 1990, 
the company soon gained reputation as a reliable 
resources from small to medium to independent 
residential to commercial builders.

TM

Now Chopra Timber prides to be one of the leading saw millers. 
Customers range from large to small-scale furniture manufacturers to 
joiners to building contractors to independent-home builders to local 
carpenters to small specialist traders. They have one thing in common 
– their need is high quality wood products without compromising in 
machining quality, grade, colour and texture. We understand the needs 
of our customers, with knowledge handed down three generations in 
Timber business, our management and staff exceed expectations and 
meet the most unique milling and product requirements. Yet despite our 
progressive attitude, we never forget Chopra Timbers remains a family-
run business whose staff takes great pride in every job, each customer 
and each job is treated with our roots.



CT PRODUCTS
• Imported Solid Wooden Doors
• Imported Solid Wooden Carving Doors
• Imported Engineered Doors
• Round Logs (Teak and other Hardwood 

Species)
• Imported Recon Leaping & Beeding
• Imported Recon Moulding

C.T. TRADING.CO

Based on our vast experience in 
saw mill (Chopra Timbers) industry, 

We ventured with our second project  
C.T.Trading co, where we wanted our 
customer to be served best for their 
valuable needs, keeping in this mind 
our experienced sourcing team makes 
frequent trips to South-East Asian 
countries, Africa and South America for 
continuous improvement with the quality 
of our timber. We liaise closely with 

small specialist saw millers and local governments to ensure 
the wood is sourced and cut to our exact standards, being 
in the trade for decades, you can expect a fast, efficient and 
personal service and a courteous approach. Those traditional 
qualities are the root of C.T Trading Co. estates success now 
and forever. Further to this we have also tied up with a reputed 
malaysian door Manufacturing company & our superior quality 
doors are supplied in entire southern region of India in the 
trusted brand name of CT DOORS which gained a major 
market share in this segment.

TM

TM


